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ABSTRACT 
This paper is concerned with 2n-by-2n tridiagonal matrices with variable diagonal 
vectors. Sharp conditions (in terms of these vectors) for such matrices to be nonsingu- 
lar are derived and stated in geometrical terms. Our results are motivated by 
observations on a simple two-by-two matrix. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Regularities of band matrices have long been studied in various fields of 
mathematics. Here we are concerned with tridiagonal matrices of the form 
g(l) 1 
1 g(2) 1 
A(g)= ‘.. ‘.. ‘.. (1.1) 
1 g(2n-1) 1 
1 g(2n) _ 
where g(l), g(2), . . . , g(2n) are real numbers. We shall investigate the exis- 
tence of “best possible” starlike domains of vectors g = (g(l), g(2), . . . , g(2n)) 
for which A(g) is nonsingular. Some background material can be found in 
[l-4]. 
For convenience’s sake, we shall say that a vector g is regular (singular) 
with respect to A(g) if A(g) is nonsingular (singular). A set S of vectors is 
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regular (singular) if all its elements are regular (singular). A regular set S is 
said to be best possible if its boundary JS contains a singular vector. 
Our results are motivated by the simple tridiagonal matrix 
x 1 
[ 1 1 Y’ 
Since this simple matrix is singular if and only if xy = 1, it is obvious that the 
following observations hold: 
(i) The set {(x, y ): 1x1+ 1 yI < 2) is regular and is best possible. 
(ii) The set {(x, y): 1x1 <(Y and IyI < OL - ’ for some positive number CY} is 
regular and best possible. 
(iii) The set {(x, y): 1x1 I yI < 1) is regular and is best possible. 
(iv) The set {(x, y ) : max( 1x1, I y I) < 1) is regular and is best possible. 
In the following sections we shall extend these observations to the more 
general matrix (1.1). Here we shall set up some preliminary terminology to 
facilitate later discussions. We say that a vector is positive if all its compo- 
nents are positive. The set of positive vectors is called the positive orthant. 
Nonnegative, negative, and nonpositive vectors and orthants are similarly 
defined. 
Let Ak( g ) be the kth (leading) principal minors of A( g ). Then by means 
of the Lagrange expansion method for evaluating determinants, A,(g) can be 
calculated by means of the following three-term recurrence relation: 
&+1(g) = dk + lb%(g) - &-I(g)> k=0,1,2 ,..., 2n - 1, (1.2) 
where A_,(g) = 0 and A,(g) = 1. 
By means of this recurrence relation (1.2) and induction, the following 
two lemmas can easily be verified. 
LEMMA 1.1. A vector g is singular if and only if - g is singular. 
LEMMA 1.2. A&O) = ( - l)k for k = O,l,. . ., n. 
In view of Lemma 1.2, the inverse of A(0) exists. 
Before we introduce more terminology, note that A(g) is nonsingular if g 
is zero (by Lemma 1.2). Hence by continuity considerations, there must be a 
“maximal” neighborhood of the origin which is regular. To be more precise, 
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consider a vector h = (h(l), h(2), . . . , h(2n)) whose natural Euclidean norm 
/hjl = 1. We define 
q(h)=inf{XIX>OanddetA(Ah)=O}. 
Note that q(h) # 0, since the origin is regular. Also, q(h) may be infinite. 
However, if h is positive, then q( h ) < CC. This follows from the fact that 
max{Xlh>OanddetA(Xh)=O} 
exists when h is positive (see Cheng and Lu [3, p. 1101). Now the maximal 
neighborhood we have in mind can be defined as 
$2, = (0) u {g E R2”lg f 0, llgll < ?k/llgl/)}. 
The set S,, is clearly regular, and is a star in the sense that S,, is 
contained in S,, for 0 < t < 1. Also, by definition of q, we may easily verify 
by the continuity of det A(g) that 
LEMMA 1.3. A vector g is a boundary vector of S if and only if g is 
singular and tg is regular for 0 < t < 1. 
Since q(h) is finite when h is positive, we see that as,, is nonempty and 
part of it is contained in the nonnegative orthant. 
2. REGULAR STARLIKE DOMAINS I-III 
In this section, we shall derive regular starlike domains which include (i), 
(ii), and (iii) in Section 1. First, we find the interior of these domains. Then 
we determine the singular and the regular boundary vectors of the largest 
domain. 
LEMMA 2.1. For any g = (g(l), g(2), . . . , g(2n)) in R’“, we have 
= - i (- l)j-‘g(2i)g(2j - l)Asj_,(g) 
(2.1) 
j=l 
for i = 1,2 ,..., n. 
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Proof. We first show by induction that 
Azi-l(g)= I6 (-l)i’ig(2j-1)A,j-a(g) (2.2) 
j=l 
for i = 1,2,..., n. Indeed, the case i = 1 is trivial, since A,(g) = g(l)A,( g). 
Suppose (2.2) holds for i = 1,2,. . . , m - 1. Then from (1.2), 
nz - 1 
A 2m-l(g)=g(2m-1)A2,,-2(g)- C (-1)m~‘tig(2j-1)A,j-,(g) 
j=l 
= c ( - l)“‘+‘g(2j - l)A,j-z(g), 
j=l 
as desired. Now by (1.2) again, 
= jgl( - l)“‘g(2i)g(2j - l)A,j_z(g) -Azi-z(g)> 1 <i < n, 
which is equivalent to (2.1). W 
THEOREM 2.2. Let g = (g(l), g(2),. . . , g(2n)) E R2”. Suppose for some 
integer m such that 1~ m < n we have 
nt i 
C C I g@i M2j - 1) I< 1. 
is1 j-1 
men ( - l)‘A,,(g) > 0 for 0 d i Q m. 
Proof. Our assertion holds for i = 0 and i = 1, since A,(g) = 1 and 
( - l)&(g) = 1 -g(l)@) 2 l- k(l)&) 1’0. 
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Assume by induction that ( - l)‘Asi(g ) > 0 for i = 1,2,. . . , m - 1. Let 
( - l)PA,p(g) =max{( - l)‘A,,(g)lO< id m- 1) > 0. 
By summing (2.1) from i = p + 1 to i = m, we have 
( - l)“b,,k) = ( - l)PAap(g) 
- f i g(Zi)g(Zj - l)( - l)‘-iAsj_s( g) 
i=p+l j=l 
2 ( - 0PA2,k) 
- f 6 lg(2i)g(2j-1)I(-1)PA2p(g)>0, 
i=p+l j=l 
as desired. m 
Noting that 
2 i Ig(2i)g(2j-l)l,<i~lls(2i)l i l&j-01 
i=l j-1 j=l 
<; 6 $ Ig(2i)J+P i Jg(2j-1)) ) 
i i 
2 
i=l j=l 
where 8 is any positive number, we have immediately from Theorem 2.2 that 
THEOREM 2.3. Each of the following sets is regular: 
(9 {g E R2”J~~~-1C:.=llg(2i)g(2j - 111 <I}, 
69 {g E R2”IC~=b,lg(2i)l~;,,lg(2j - 1) < I>, 
(iii) {g E R2”lSX~z’=llg(2i)I+ 6-‘C~_iJg(2j - 1)l < 2}, 
(iv) {g E R2”IS~~~‘,~g(2i)~ < 1, S-iZ;,,lg(Zj - 1)1< l} 
where S is any positive number. 
These starlike domains are best possible, since their boundaries contain 
the singular vectors (l,l,O,.. .,O), (l,l,O,. ..,O), (6, K’,O ,..., 0), and 
(&s-i,0 ,...) 0) respectively. 
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Theorem 2.3 can be strengthened. However, we shall concentrate on the 
largest one, W,,,, defined by 
W,” = g E R2” k i: lg(2i)g(2j - 1)l-c 1 . 
i I 
i=l j-1 
: 
It is clear that g = (g(l), g(2), . . . , g(2n)) belongs to the boundary aW2, of 
W,, if and only if 
2 i (g(2i)g(2j - 1) I= 1. 
;=r j=l 
To determine the singularities of the boundary vectors, however, is rather 
difficult. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let g = (g(l), g(2), . . . , g(2n)) E a Ws,. If there exist two 
integers (Y and p such that 1~ cr < /3 < n and g(@)g(2a - 1) < 0, then 
(-l)kAzk(g)>Ofork=1,2 ,..., n. 
Proof. Let t=max{l<i<nIg(2i)+O},andlet 
s = max{ 1 < i < nlg(2i)g(2j - 1) < 0 for some j, l< j < i}. 
These two numbers exist by our assumptions, and 1~ s < t. Furthermore, 
g(2t)g(2jo - 1) f 0 for some ja, 1 < j, < s < t. Thus 
l= i i l&i)&j - l>I> k i ld2iM2j - 1)l 
;=I j=’ i-1 j=l 
for k = 1,2,..., t - 1. By Theorem 2.2, ( - l)iA2i(g) > 0 for i = I,%. . . , t - 1. 
Next, we shall show that ( - l)iA2i(g) > 0 for i = t, t + 1,. . . , n. Let 
( - 1)“‘A,,,,k) =max ( ( - l)‘A,,(g)lO < i < t - l> > 0. 
By summing (2.1) from i = m + 1 to i = t, we have 
( - l)‘&(g) = ( -1)“‘&,,(g) 
- i i g(2i)g(2j - l)( - l)iP’A2j_2(g). 
(2.3) 
i=n+l j=l 
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If s > m + 1, then by (2.3), we have 
( - lYA,tk) ’ ( - v&n(g) 
- i i Ig(2i)g(2j-1)1(-l)mAz,,(g) 
i=m+l j=l 
(-l>“bn(g) l- 
i 
i i k(2ik@j-l)I 
i=m+l j=l 1 > 0. 
If s < m + 1, then 
t i 
v P. 
t i 
i L,, j~ldwd2~ - 1) = c c kWd2j - 1) I
i=m+l j=l 
< i i l&M2j-l)I 
i=m+l j=l 
+ lb+4b% - 1) I
n i 
ccc 
i=m+l j=l 
where j, is some integer such that g(2s)g(2j, 
have 
g(ei)g(q - 1) I = 1, 
- 1) < 0. Thus by (2.3), we 
( - 1D,tk) a ( - l)“bnk) 
t i 
- c c lg(2i)g(2j-1)l(-l)*A,,(g)>O. 
i=n+l j=l 
Finally, for t + 1 < k < n, if we sum (2.1) from i = t + 1 to i = k, then 
( -VA&) = ( - l)tA,t(d 
- i i g(2i)g(2j - l)( - 1)’ -‘A,j_2(g) 
i=t+l j=l 
= ( - l)‘&,(g) ‘0, 
since g(2i) = 0 for i >, t + 1. The proof is complete. 
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THEOREM 2.5. Let g = (g(l), g(2), . . . , g(2n)) E R2” be a boundary vec- 
tor of W,, such that g(2i)g(2j - 1) > 0 for all pairs of integers i, j which 
satisfy l< j<i<n. Then ( - l)“A,,(g) > 0 if and only if p > 9 and 
g(2 j, - 1) f 0 for some jO, 9 + 1~ j, G p, where 
p = max{ l< i < nlg(2i) # 0} (2.4) 
and 
9=min{l<ignlg(2i)g(2j-l)>O forsmnej, I< j<i}. (2.5) 
Proof. Note that p and 9 exist, since g E aW,,, and that 9 < p. Also, 
by summing (2.1) from i = p + 1 to i = n, we have 
( -1)“Add = ( - l)PA,,(g) 
- i i g(2i)g(2j - l)( - l)‘-‘A,j_z( g) 
i=p+l j=l 
= ( - l)PA&), 
since g(2i) = 0 for p + 1~ i < n. Hence it suffices to show that ( - 1)PA2,( g) 
> 0 if and only if p > 9 and g(2 j, - 1) # 0, where 9 + 1~ j, < p. Since 
g(2p)g(2j, - 1) # 0 for some jl, 1< j, < 9 =z p, 
1 = 5 i g(2i)g(2j - 1) 
i=y j-1 
= 5 i g(2i)g(2j - 1) > t i g(2i)g(2j - 1) 
i=r j-1 i-1 j=l 
for k = 1,2 ,..., p - 1. Thus by Theorem 2.2, ( - l)‘Asi(g) > 0 for i = 
1,2,..., p - 1. From (2.1) we have 
( - l)kA2k(g) = 1- t i g(2i)g(2j - l)( - l)i-1A2j-z(g) 
i=r j=l 
for k = 1,2,. . . , n; thus ( - l)“A,,(g) = 1 for k = 1,2,. . . , 9 - 1 and 
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( - l)kAzk( g ) < 1 for k = q, . . . , p - 1. As a consequence, 
( - l)PA,,(g) = l- 5 i g(Zi)g(2j - l)( - l)jPIApj-s(g) 
i=q j=l 
P 9 
= l- c 1 g(2i)g(2j -1) 
i=q j-1 
- 5 i g(2i)g(2j - l)( - l)i-lAaj_a(g), (2.6) 
i=q+l j=q+l 
where an empty sum is taken to be zero by convention. Note that by the 
definitions of p and q, 
P q P i 
c c g@>&j - 1) = c c d2M2j - 1) 
i=q j-1 i-q j-1 
n i 
so that by (2.6) ( - l)PAZp(g) is equal to zero in case p = q or in case p > q 
but g(2j - 1) = 0 for q + 1 < j < p. Conversely, if p > q and g(2j, - 1) # 0 
for some j,, q + 1~ j, < p, then by (2.6) and the fact that ( - l)kAzk(g) < 1 
for q<k<p-1, 
P 4 
( - l>PA,,k) > l- c c d%(2j - 1) 
i=q j-1 
- 5 i g@i)g(2j-1) 
i=q+l j=q+l 
= l- e i g(2i)g(2j - 1) = 0. 
i=q j=l 
The proof is complete. 
As a consequence of Theorems 2.4 and 2.5, we have 
THEOREM 2.6. Suppose g = (g(l), g(2), . . . , g(2n)) E JW,,. Then g is 
regular if and only ilf either g(2u)g(2u - 1) < 0 for some pair of integers u 
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and v where 1 < v Q u < n, or g(2i)g(2j - 1) >, 0 for all 1~ j < i < n, 
p > 4, and g(2j, - 1) # 0 f or some jO, q + 1~ j, < p, where p ancl q are 
defined by (2.4) and (2.5) respectively. 
The above theorem can be put in an alternative form which is perhaps 
easier to grasp. 
THEOREM 2.7. Suppose g = (g(l), g(2), . . . , g(2n)) E G’W,,. Then g is 
singular if and only if there exist two odd integers a, p and an even integer p 
such that l<a<p<p-1<2n-l, 
g( 1) = g(3) = g(5) = . . . = g( cy - 2) = 0, (2.7) 
g(a+l)=g(a+3)= ... =g(/.Pl)=O, (2.8) 
g(p+2)=g(p+4)= ... =g(/.-l)=O, (2.9) 
g( /? +2) = g( /3 +4) = . . . = g(2n - 2) = g(2n) = 0, (2.10) 
Ly+1 PL+l 
g(2i)g(2j-l)>,O for IGj<TGiGt, (2.11) 
where (2.7) is discarded if a = 1, and (2.10) is discarded if p = 2n. 
Proof. Suppose g E aW,, is singular. Let p and q be defined by (2.4) 
and (2.5) respectively, and let 
Note that (Y exists and (Y < 2q - 1. Next we let p = 2q - 1 and /3 = 2~. Then 
1 < (Y < p < p - 1~ 2n - 1 in view of the fact that q < p. Also, (2.7), (2.8) 
follow from the definitions of (Y and /.L. while (2.10) follows from the 
definition of /?. Finally, (2.9) and (2.11) follow from Theorem 2.6. 
Conversely, suppose g E aW,, satisfies (2.7)-(2.11). Then 
l= 2 i: lg(2i)g(2j-l))= ‘f 
(P + lb’2 
C g(2i)g(2j - 1). 
i-1 j=l i=(++1)/2 j=(a+1)/2 
Furthermore, by reasoning similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 2.5, 
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we may derive 
(l)kA&) = 1, 
P-1 
k=1,2,...,2 
and 
( - l>“A,,k) = ( - 1!p’2A,,k) 
/3/Z i 
= 1 - ‘2 2 g(2i)g(2j - l)( - l)‘- 1A2i_2( g) 
=l- c c. dW&j - 1) 
i=(p+1)/2 j=(a+1)/2 
x ( - l)i-1A2j_2(g) 
P/2 (P + 1)/Q 
=l- c c g(2i)g(2j - 1) = 0. 
i=(p+1)/2 j=(a+1)/2 
The proof is complete. 
3. REGULAR STARLIKE DOMAIN III 
In this section, we shall extend our observation (iii) in Section 1, but in 
another direction than that in the previous section. We shall derive a regular 
starlike domain L,, , the nonnegative orthant of which coincides with that of 
S,,. We shall also consider the singularities of its boundary vectors. 
We first note the following 
LEMMA 3.1. ( - l)kla - bl > - lal+( - l)klbl fir k = 0,1,2,. . . . Fur- 
thermore, the inequality is strict if ( - l)kab < 0. 
Proof. When k isodd, la-bl<lal+(blifandonlyif ab>O. When k 
is even, la - bl > IhI - Ial if and only if a(b - a) < 0. n 
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THEOREM 3.2. Zf a positive sequence (c(l), . . . , c(2n - 1)) exists such 
that 
Idk)14-l)k-1 4k)-c(k11)). k = 2,3,..., 2n - 1, (3.1) 
I gcw I G c(2n1_ 1) 
with at least one strict inequality, then g = (g(l), g(2), . . . , g(2n)) is regular. 
Proof. We claim that (- l)k[]Ak] - c(k)]Ak_r]] > 0 for k = 1,2,...,2n, 
where we have defined c(2n) = 0 for convenience. The case k = 1 is trivial, 
since - []Ar] - c(l)]A,]] = c(1) - Ig(l)l 2 0. Suppose (- l)kP’[lAk_,I - 
c(k - l)JA,_,]] > 0; then by (1.2), (3.1), and Lemma 3.1, we have 
( - Qk [ IAA - c(kM-,I] 
= ( - l)klg(k)A,_,- A,-,[- (- l)kc(k)h,I 
2 - [g(k)&ll+ ( - l)kb‘h-,I  ( - l)kC(k)lAk-,I 
= [(-l)k-lc(k)-lg(k)~]lA,~~I+( -l)klA,-,I
>-( -l)k-l 
IAk-11 
c(k - 1) 
+ ( - l)klAk-,I 
= ( - q-1 IAk-ll - 4k - 1)/A,-,l 
c(k - 1) 
as desired. Notice that A,, # 0 for k = O,l,. . . , n - 1. Otherwise A2k = 
A 2ktl = o by IAekcll G c(2k + 1)lA,,l, w ic is impossible. Suppose the i th h h 
inequality in (3.1) is strict. If AiPl# 0, then (- l)‘[]A,] - c(i)]Ai_r]] > 0 in 
view of the above chain of inequalities. If Ai _ r = 0, then i must be even, 
Ai_, # 0, and (- l)‘-‘[JA,_r] - c(i - l)]Ai_,]] > 0. In both cases, 
(- l)k[]Ak] - c(k)IAk_ll] > Ofor k z i. n 
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We remark that the domain contained in Theorem 3.2 is best possible. To 
see this, consider h( 1) = c( 1) and 
k = 2,3 ,..., 2n, 
where c(2n) = 0. By mathematical induction, we can easily verify that 
A,,_#)=( -1)“~‘c(l)...c(2k-1) for k=l,...,n, 
(3.2) 
A,,(h) = ( - l)%(l) . . . c(2k) for k=l,...,n. 
Hence the domain in Theorem 3.2 has a singular boundary point h, since 
A,,(h) = ( - l)‘?(l). . . c(2n) = 0. Note also that - h is also singular by 
Lemma 1.1. 
One important aspect of Theorem 3.2 and the above remark is that we 
can now generate infinitely many best possible regular starlike domains. 
Indeed, for any sequence (c(l), c(2), . . . , c(2n - 1)) which satisfies 
1 1 1 
- > c(2) > - > . . . 
41) c(3) ’ 
2 c(2n - 2) > 
c(2n - 1) 
’ 0, 
one such domain is the set of all vectors g in R2” which satisfies (3.1) with at 
least one strict inequality. For a nontrivial example, take 
c(2k-l)=n_;+l> 
n-k 
c(2k) = k for k=1,2 ,..., n. 
Then any vector g = (g(l), g(2), . . . , g(2n)) which satisfies 
l&k-Wc@k-I)- ct2;_2) = n_;+I’ k=1,2 ,..., n, 
I cd=) I Q c(2;_ 1> - 42k) = 5 > k=1,2 ,..., n, 
with at least one strict inequality, is regular. 
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Another important aspect is that we can combine these infinitely many 
regular domains into another gigantic one, which is the domain L,, men- 
tioned at the beginning of this section. For this purpose, let us say that a 
positive sequence (c(l), c(2), . . . , c(2n - 1)) is a companion sequence of the 
vector of g = (g(l), g(2), . . . , g(2n)) if the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 are 
satisfied, and is a strict companion sequence if in addition all the inequalities 
in (3.1) are strict. 
LEMMA 3.3. A vector g = (g(l), g(2), . . . , g(2n)) has a companion se- 
quence if and only if it has a strict companion sequence. 
The proof of this lemma is essentially a continuity argument. To avoid 
tedious and technical details, we shall illustrate our proof by showing that 
]g(l)] < c(l) and ]g(2)] <c-‘(l) imply the existence of d(1) > 0 such that 
]g(l)] < d(1) and ]g(2)] < d- ‘(1). But this is easy, since we can choose 
6 = [ c( 1) - ]g( 1)]]/2 and then choose d( 1) = c( 1) - 6. 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose g = (g(l), g(2), . . . , g(2n)) satisfies 
g(l)=g(3)= ... =g(a-2)=0, (3.3) 
g(r+2) =g(r+4) = ... =g(2n)=O. (3.4) 
for some odd integer (T and even integer r where 16 a < 2n + 1 and 
0 < r < 2n. Zf r < u, then g has a companion sequence. Zf r > u, then the 
vector (g(a), g( u + l), . . . , g(r)) E R’-“+ ’ has a companion sequence (with 
r - u terms) if and only if g has a companion sequence. 
We remark that if u = 1, then the condition (3.3) is meant to be vacuously 
true, and (3.4) has a similar interpretation. 
Proof. We first assume 7 > u. In view of Lemma 3.3, we may let 
(d(o),d(o+l),..., d( r - 1)) be a strict companion sequence of (g(u), 
g(u+l),...,g(r)). Let 
1 
2~==(u)-Ig(a)], 2s=d(r-1) -lg(r>I, 
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and define a positive sequence (c(l), c(2), . . . , c(2n - 1)) as follows: 
43 
c(l)= ;+iu-y,g(2i), 
( i=l 
c(2k~=~+i’-~‘2,g(‘i),, 
i=k+l 
1 
c(2k + 1) = - 
c(2k) ’ 
U--l 
k=1,2 ,..., ?, 
u-3 
k=1,2,...,- 
2 ’ 
c(k) = d(k), k=o,a+l,..., r-l, 
C(T) = 8, 
c(2k + 1) = f + i lg(2i + 1) I, 
I = T/2 
k=;,...,n-1, 
1 
c(2k) = 
c(2k - 1) ’ 
k=gfl,...,n-1. 
This sequence is a companion sequence of g, as can be verified directly. 
For the case r < u, choose p= S = 1 and define (c(l), c(2), . . . , c(2n - 1)) 
as above but with r replaced by u - 1. 
Conversely, let (c(l), c(2), . . . , c(2n - 1)) be the companion sequence of g. 
If u < 7, then (c( u ), c( u + l), . . . , c( T - 1)) is the desired companion sequence 
of(g(a),g(a+l),...,g(7)). W 
Roughly speaking, Lemma 3.4 says that a vector has a companion 
sequence if and only if one of its projections has a companion sequence. 
Let us now denote by L,, the set of all vectors g that have a companion 
sequence. It is clear that L,, is a best possible, open, and regular star which 
is symmetric with respect to the origin. 
Next we proceed to find the boundary of L,,. Before we do this, we 
remark that a boundary vector of L,, is a vector with singular projections. 
To be more precise, let us consider the set E,, of all vectors g = 
(g(l), g(2), . . . > g(2n )) for which there is an associated odd integer (Y and 
even integer p, where 1~ (Y <p < 2n, and a positive sequence (c(a), 
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c( a + l), . . . , c( p - 1)) such that 
g( 1) = g(3) = . . . = g( Ly - 2) = 0, 
IgWl=cW, 
IgW=(-1Y c(k)-c(kll))T 
( 
k=a+1 ,...,P-1, 
Ig(P)I= c(ill). 
g(P+2)=g(P+4)= ..* =g(2n)=O. 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
Again, it is understood that the condition (3.5) will be discarded when (Y = 1, 
and (3.7) will be discarded when p = 2n. 
THECIREM 3.5. The set E,, is the boundary aL,, of L,,. 
Proof. Let g = (g(l), g(2),..., g(2n)) E E2” with associated (Y, /?, and 
(c(a), c( (Y + l), . . . , c( /3 - 1)). For any p such that Ig(pI > p > 0, define two 
vectors f = (f(l), f(2),. . ., f(2n)) and h = (h(l), h(2),. . ., h(2n)) as follows: 
f(P)= [signg(~)l[Ig(~)I-~Ll, 
h(P)= [signg(p)l[Ig(p)I+IJ.], 
f(k) = h(k) = g(k), k z/3. 
In view of Lemma 3.4, f has a companion sequence and is thus in L,,. On 
the other hand, h cannot have a companion sequence. Suppose it did; then 
(g(a), g(a + 1). . . > dP>> would have a companion sequence (d(o), 
d( (Y + l), . . . ) d( p - 1)) by Lemma 3.4. Clearly, 
t-l>“-’ c(k)- c(k:l)! =I&)l=lh(k)l 
i 
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for k = a + 1 ,..., p-1. Hence (-l)k[c(k)-d(k)]>O for k=a,a+l,..., 
p - 1; in particular, c( j3 - 1) < d( p - 1). However, 
1 1 
4P - 
1) 
< 
4P 
- 
1) 
+P=lg(P)I+P=lk(P>I~ d(pll) 9 
which is a contradiction. Hence in any neighborhood of g, we can find 
vectors which belong to L,, and vectors which do not. This means that E,, 
is contained in aL,,. 
We now show that aL,, is contained in E,,. Let g = 
(g(l), g(2), . . . , gcw) E aL,, be the limit of a sequence of vectors f; = 
(A(l), f;(Z), . . . , x(2n)) E Lzn, i = 1,2,3,. . . , each of which has a companion 
sequence (c,(l), ci(2), . . . , c,(2n - 1)). Since L,, is open, we may assume that 
A( 1) # 0 for all i. For each i > 1, let us define di(l) = I&(l)] and iteratively 
define d,(2), di(2), . . . , d,(2n) by 
1 
di(2j) = 
di(2j - 1) 
-IA(Z j=1,2 )...) n 
(3.8) 
di(2j + 1) = & + If,@j +l)L j=1,2 ,...,n-1. 
I 
It is easy to verify by induction that (di(l), di(2), . . . , d,(2n)) is well defined, 
di(j) > 0, and (- l)j[di(j)- c,(j)] > 0 for j = 1,2,...,2n, where c,(2n) is 
defined to be zero for all i. Let 
a=min{klg(k)#O, k=1,3,5 ,..., 2n-1). 
Note that cx exists, for otherwise g would have a companion sequence by 
Lemma 3.4, which would contradict the fact that g E dL,,. Now we assert 
that as i approaches infinity, 
di(2j - 1) + 0, di(2j) + + co 
e-1 
for j=1,2 ,..., 2. 
Indeed, note that di(l) = Ifi + ]g(l)] = 0 and 
1 
di(2) = - 
di(‘) 
-lml++~ 
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as i + co. Suppose by induction that our assertion holds for j = 1,2,. . . , k - 1; 
thenas i++co. 
4&k - 1) = d,(2;_ 2) +~~(2k-l)~+O+~g(2k-1)~=0, 
1 
1 
di(2k) = 
di(2k - 1) 
-lfi@k)l++co, 
as desired. Next we consider the limits of di( a), di( a + l), . . . , and d,(2n - 1). 
Note first that the limit di(a) exists and is positive, since 
d,(a) = di(al_I) +Ifi‘(~)l-ld”)l>o~ 
Hence 
1 
Since di(k)>Ofori~1,wehaveeitherlimdi(a+1)=Oorlimdi(~+1)~O 
and 
1 
di(a +2) = di(;+l) +l~(a+2)l+ limdi(cu+l) 
+Ig(cr+2)1>0. 
If we continue in this manner, we see that either there is an even integer /?, 
(Y < /I < 2n, such that the limits of d i(j) exist and are positive for j = (Y, 
(Y + 1,. . . ) p - 1, and limd,(P)=O, or else limd,(j)>O for j=a,a+ 
1 , . . . ,2n. However, the latter case is impossible, for then g would have a 
companion sequence by Lemma 3.4, which would contradict the fact that 
g 65 ~-&I. If the first case holds, we let the limits of d i( a), d i( a + l), . . . , and 
d i( /3) be denoted by c(a), c( (Y -t l), . . . , and c(p) respectively; then jg(a)l = 
c(a), and from (3.8) 
4.i) = &+(-‘mi)ly j=a+1 y.e.9 P? 
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that is, 
Ig(j)l=(-1V c(W&J 
i 
j=a+l ,...,p-1. 
Also, 
1 
O=limdi(p) = 
4P - 1) 
-limlf;(P) I = c(pl 1J - k(P) I> 
or 
k(P) I = c(RI 1) . 
If /_I = 2n, then g satisfies (3.5)-(3.7) and our proof is complete. If not, we 
assert that as i -+ cc, 
d,(2j - 1) * + cc) di(2j) + O, 
and g(2j) = 0 for j = 1 + /I/2,2 f p/2,. . . , n. Indeed, for the case j = 1 + 
p/2, we have 
1 
W+l)= d@) +Ih(P+w+-oo, 
since lim di( p ) = 0, and 
i 
1 
=lim d,(P+1) 
-di(P+2) 
1 
= -limdi(p+2)<0, 
as desired. The other cases are proved similarly. The proof is complete. n 
Once the boundary of La, is determined, it is then easy to determine the 
singularities of boundary vectors. 
THEOREM 3.6. A boundary vector g = (g(l), g(2),. . . , g(2n)) of La, is 
singular~ffandonZyifeitherg(i)>,O forcu~igporg(i)~Oforcu~idp, 
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where 
a=min{klg(k)#O, k=1,3 ,..., 2n-1}, 
p=max{klg(k)#O, k=2,4 ,..., 2n}. 
(3.9) 
Proof. Let g be a boundary vector of Lzn, with associated odd integer (Y 
and even integer p defined as in (3.9). If g(i) > 0 for (Y < i < p, then by (3.6) 
(3.10) 
k=a+l,...,P, 
where c(p) = 0. By (1.2) (3.5), (3.10), (3.7) and induction, we obtain 
A - 0, 2kpl- 
A,, = ( - lJk, 
k = 1,2 ,..., 2, 
a-1 
k=1,2 ,..., ?, 
2k_1=( -1)“~‘c(cw)c((~+l)...c(2k-l), 
(Y+1 (Yt3 P 
A k=- - 
2 
’ 
2 
,...,-> 
2 
A,, = ( - l)%( c~)c( (Y + 1) . . . c(2k), 
cu+1 (u+3 P 
k=- - 
2 
’ 
2 
,..., -, 
2 
A,, = 0, k=! p+l 2’2 ‘...’ n. 
Therefore g is singular. Furthermore, by Lemma 1.1, g is aho singular if the 
conditionthat g(i)>,Ofora<i<flischangedtog(i)<Ofora<i<P. 
Conversely, if neither g(i) > 0 nor g(i) < 0 for (Y < i < p. then without 
loss of generality we may assume that g(a) > 0 and that p is the first integer 
greater than (Y for which g(p) < 0. Then as above, but using the condition 
that g(k)=( -l)k-l{c(k)-l/c(k-l)} for k=a+l,...,p-1, we shall 
arrive at 
Ak=( -1) ‘k’2’c(,)c(,+1)~~~c(k), k=cr,a+l,..., p-1. 
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Observe that 
A a_l=( -l)‘*-“/2=( -l)[(a-l)/21C(o) . . . +_1) 
49 
(where we have used the convention that empty product is one), and 
(-l)“g(/~)A,_rA,_,=( -l)‘g(p){( -1)[‘“~“‘21~(a)~~~~(~-l)} 
x{( -l)~(P-2)‘2’C(++l-2)} 
=g(/_l)( -l~~“-~C(~)~~~C(~-l~%-(~)~~~C(~-~~ 
< 0. 
By Lemma 3.1, we then have 
(- l)“lddAp-rAp-21> ++)A,-,I+( -l)"lA,-21. 
As in the proof of Theorem 3.2, it follows that 
(-l)“{ [A,(-c(~)lA,_,I} > ( -1)‘-1’A~-1’c~~“-i;)‘A~-2’ =o 
and 
( -l)k{(Akl-~(k)lA~-~l) ‘0, k=p+l,...,P, 
where c(p) = 0. But then by (1.2) and (3.7), 
0 < IAs1 = b4,3+2l= . . . = l&,1, 
so that g is regular, as required. n 
Having this theorem at hand, we can strengthen Theorem 3.2 as follows. 
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THEOREM 3.7. If there is a positive sequence (c(l), c(2), . . , c(2 12 - 1)) 
satisfying (3. l), then g = (g(l), g(2), . . . , g(2n)) is regular unless 
l 1 1 
g=+ i c(l), --c(2),..., c(l) c(2n - 1) - c(2n ’ - 2) c(2n - 1) 1 ’ 
The assertion made at the beginning of this section can now be proved. 
Suppose g = (g(l), g(2), . . . , g(2n)) is any nonnegative boundary vector of 
L 2n. Then g is singular by Theorem 3.6, and tg is regular for 0 < t < 1 by 
Lemma 3.4. In other words, g belongs to as,, by Lemma 1.3. The converse 
also holds. To see this, suppose the nonnegative vector h belongs to dS,,. 
Note first that since h is singular, and since the origin is in L2,,, by continuity 
there is a boundary vector of L,, of the form Ah where X E [O,l]. The 
number h cannot be less than 1, by Lemma 1.3 and Theorem 3.6. Thus h is a 
boundary vector of L2,,. It now follows that the nonnegative portion of L,, is 
equal to that of S,,,. 
In view of the above assertion and Theorem 3.5, every nonnegative 
boundary vector h of S,, such that h(l)h(2n) # 0 will satisfy 
/h(l) / = c(l), 
IWl=(-U-l wc(kyl)), i k=2,3 ,..., 2n-1, 
lh(W I = ,-(2,‘_ 1) 
for some positive sequence (c(l), c(2), . . . , c(2n - 1)). 
The following is now clear by Theorem 3.7. 
THEOREM 3.8. Suppose h = (h(l), h(2), . . . , h(2n)) is a nonnegative 
boundary vector of S,, with h(l)h(2n) z 0. If g = (g(l), g(2),. . . , g(2n)) 
satisfies Ig(i)l < h(i) for 1~ i < 2n, then g is regular, unless g = h or 
g= -h. 
To summarize the major results of this section, let us say that two vectors 
are abs-symmetric if the absolute values of their corresponding components 
are equal. Let us further say that a set S is abs-symmetric if abs-symmetric 
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vectors of any of its elements are also in S. Then we have 
THEOREM 3.9. The set L,, is the maximal abs-symmetric regular star 
with center at the origin. 
4. REGULAR STARLIKE DOMAIN IV: THE BEST POSSIBLE CUBE 
In this section, we shall extend our observation (iv) in Section 1. We first 
observe that 
A-‘(O)A(g) = A-‘(O)[A(O)+diag(g)] =Z+A-‘(O)diag(g). 
Note that the spectral radius of diag(g) is 
max{Ig(i)l:l<i<2n}. 
As for the spectral radius p of A-‘(O), note that 
0 = det[ XI - A-‘(O)] = det A-l(O) det[ XA(0) - I] ; 
thus p-l= min{ ]ui]: 1 < i < 2n}, where ui is an eigenvalue of A(0). But the 
eigenvalues of A(0) are well known: they are the roots of the Tschebyscheff 
polynomial of the 2nth degree (Davis [5, p. 611): 
im 
(Ti = 2cos- 
2nfl’ 
i = 1,2 ,...,2n. 
As a consequence, we have that g is regular if 
max{]g(i)]:l<i<2n} <a,. 
The number a, is best possible in the sense that if g(i) = u, for 1~ i < 2n, 
then g is singular. This is clear since a,, is an eigenvalue of A(0). 
The above result, once recognized, can be strengthened. The strength- 
ened version, furthermore, is an easy consequence of Theorem 3.8. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let C,, be the set ofall vectors g = (g(l), g(2), . . . , g(2n)) 
in R2” satisfying [g(i)1 < a,, for 1< i < 2n. Then C,, is regular except for its 
two singular corners (a,, a, ,..., un) and - (~,,a “,..., a,). 
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5. A TRANSFORMATION 
Our previous results can be extended to more general tridiagonal matrices 
of the form 
g(l) h(l) 
f(l) g(2) h(2) 
Q(g) = . . 
f-(2;-‘2) g&) h(2n-1) 
f(2n - 1) g(2n) _ 
where f(k)h(k) # 0 for 1~ k < 2n - 1. Let QO(g) = 1, and Qk(g) be the kth 
leading principal minors of Q(g). Then Qk(g) can be evaluated by means of 
the following three-term recurrence relation: 
Q,c+lk) = dk +l)Q,k) -f(k)h(k)Q,-l(g). (5.1) 
For convenience’s sake, we define an empty product to be 1. We have the 
following 
THEOREM 5.1. The principal minors of Q( g ) are given by 
k-l 
&k-&Z) = A‘Zk-l(d) ivIf(2i)h(2i)y 
Q&g) = A&g’) iI!jIf(2i - l)h(2i - 1) 
fork=1,2,..., n,wherethevectorg’=(g’(l),gf(2),...,g’(2n))isdefinedby 
k-1 f(2i - l)h(2i - 1) 
g’(2k - 1) = g(2k - 1) n 
i=l f(2i)h(2i) ’ 
&W 
k-l f(2i)h(2i) 
g’(2k) f(2k - l)h(2k 1) ,!I f(2i - l)h(2i - 1) 
fork = 1,2 ,..., n. 
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Proof. We shall prove our assertion by induction. The case k = 1 is 
trivial, since 
Q,(g) = g(l) = Alk’), 
Qzk) = dM2) - fO)W 
Assume our hypothesis holds for k = 1,2,. . . , m - 1; then 
Q2sr-lk) =&m - lK?zn,-z(g) - f@m - wem - W2m-,(g) 
m-l 
= g(2m - 1)A2,-2(d) tcl f(2i - l)h(2i - 1) 
m-2 
-f(2m-2)h(2m-2)A,,-,(g') tQ fGWW I 
i 
m - 1 f(2i - l)h(2i - 1) 
X g(2m-1) II 
i=l f(2i)h(2i) 
xA 2nI-2k’) - Az,,(g’) 
= ivl f(2M2i)[&m - &L-dd) - Azm-3(d)l 
n, - 1 
=A 
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and 
CL(g) =g(2m)Q,,,,~,(g)-f(2m-l)h(2m-l)Q,,,-2(g) 
111 - 1 
= &4%,,,-l(C) n f(W@) 
i=l 
- f(2m - lP@m - 1Me,,,pkz’) 
,r, - 1 
x JJ1 f(2i - VG - 1) 
= 5f(2i - l)h(2i - 1) 
i 
g(2m) 
1,1 ~ 1 
’ f(2m-l)h(2m-1) i-1 f(2i-l)h(2i-1) I-I 
f(2i)h(2i) 
XA 2,,z-1(g’) - A24(g’) 
= Az,,,( g’) n f@i - l)f@ - 1) > 
i=l 
as desired. 
In view of Theorem 5.1, 
nonsingular. All our previous 
Q(g). 
n 
Q(g) is nonsingular if and only if A(g’) is 
results can now be generalized to deal with 
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